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A GENERAL PERFECTLY MATCHED LAYER MODEL FOR
HYPERBOLIC-PARABOLIC SYSTEMS∗
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Abstract. This paper describes a very general absorbing layer model for hyperbolic-parabolic
systems of partial diﬀerential equations. For linear systems with constant coeﬃcients it is shown
that the model possesses the perfect matching property, i.e., it is a perfectly matched layer (PML).
The model is applied to two linear systems: a linear wave equation with a viscous damping term and
the linearized Navier–Stokes equations. The resulting perfectly matched layer for the viscous wave
equation is proved to be stable. The paper also presents how the model can be used to construct an
absorbing layer for the full compressible Navier–Stokes equations. For all three applications, numer-
ical experiments are presented. Especially for the linear problems, the results are very promising.
In one experiment, where the performance of a “hyperbolic PML” and the new hyperbolic-parabolic
PML is compared for a hyperbolic-parabolic system, an improvement of six orders of magnitude is
observed. For the compressible Navier–Stokes equations results obtained with the presented layer
are competitive with existing methods.
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1. Introduction. In engineering applications it is common to encounter prob-
lems posed on large or unbounded domains, where some particular quantity is desired
on a more localized domain. An example is the measurements of heat deposition
inside the human brain due to electromagnetic radiation from a cell phone. There
the localized domain is the brain, and the large domain is the cafe; the person being
on the phone is sitting in. Another example is the design of airplanes, where it is
important to minimize the engine noise transmitted into the cockpit and cabin. The
localized domain is then the plane and its immediate surrounding, and the unbounded
domain is the free space, extending all the way down to the ground.
Since the localized problems can be arbitrarily complex (and thus very costly
to solve numerically), it is important not to waste any computational resources in
domains where the simulated physical quantities are of no interest. Therefore, un-
bounded domains are truncated by replacing the exterior to the domain, where the
simulated quantities are of interest, by some boundary procedure.
For problems governed by systems of hyperbolic partial diﬀerential equations, the
research for such boundary procedures have a long and successful history (see, for ex-
ample, the reviews [30, 13, 14, 20]). The publishing of the seminal paper by Engquist
and Majda [11] in 1977 provided the mathematical foundation for the development
of nonreﬂecting boundary conditions for hyperbolic problems and led to a very active
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period of research in the ﬁeld. Although many of the methods developed in the wake
of [11] could, in theory, be made both local and arbitrarily accurate by increasing the
order of the approximation of certain pseudodiﬀerential operators, practitioners soon
found out that it was hard to discretize the higher order approximations in a stable
manner. As computers became more powerful and the numerical methods for the in-
terior problem became better, there was a mounting need for an accurate truncation
method which was also easy to implement. The invention of the perfectly matched
layer (PML) by Be´renger [7] in 1994 provided such a method. Be´renger’s method was
instantly utilized by engineers throughout the computational electromagnetics com-
munity, and although there were some minor ﬂaws in Be´renger’s formulation [1, 2, 3],
the concept of a PML proved very useful and was rapidly extended to other hyper-
bolic systems [22, 9, 31]. Somewhat later (motivated by blow up in some early PML
models) it was understood that to construct a stable PML, equation-dependent modi-
ﬁcations to Be´renger’s original idea had to be introduced. By now, those modiﬁcations
are known for many applications, but the question whether or not it is possible to
construct a stable PML for all linear hyperbolic systems remains open; see [6, 4, 5].
Compared to the extensive research on domain truncation techniques for hyper-
bolic systems, there are very few results (that the authors know of) in the numer-
ical analysis literature on domain truncation for mixed hyperbolic-parabolic systems.
This may be explained, in part, by the fact that most of the mixed problems arise
in the context of nonlinear problems (the most prominent example is of course the
Navier–Stokes equations). For such nonlinear problems the interior methods can-
not yet produce as accurate results as for simpler linear problems; thus the need for
highly accurate boundary procedures has been limited. This will naturally change as
the interior methods become more and more accurate.
There are, however, some contributions on domain truncation techniques for
mixed hyperbolic-parabolic systems that we would like to mention. The extension
of Engquist and Majda’s nonreﬂecting boundary conditions to linear mixed systems
can be found in the paper [21] by Halpern. The main diﬀerence compared to the hy-
perbolic problem is the additional analysis of potential boundary layers generated by
the extra boundary conditions. Another approach, based on the asymptotic analysis
of dissipative waves, is described in [12]. More recently, local high order nonreﬂecting
boundary conditions based on formulations using auxiliary variables have also been
investigated [18, 19].
Ad hoc damping layers (often referred to as sponge layers) have been around
for a long time; see, e.g., [25, 8]. They have been used with reasonable success in
nonlinear ﬂuid dynamics computations. In particular, the more recent “super-grid-
scale method” by Colonius and Ran [10] has been shown to work very well for nonlinear
problems; see [15]. It is, however, known that for linear hyperbolic problems, the ad
hoc layers cannot compete with PML [15]. The extension of the PML method to
linear mixed hyperbolic-parabolic systems is therefore very natural. A way to extend
it to such systems has already been reported, along with experimental results, in
[18, 19, 17]. This is the approach we advocate, develop, and formalize here. Another
possible extension is found in [24].
In this paper we study the application of the PML method to both linear and
nonlinear mixed hyperbolic-parabolic systems. In section 2 we formalize the ideas
outlined in [18, 19, 17] into a general PML model for mixed hyperbolic-parabolic
systems of partial diﬀerential equations. The model, which can be seen as an extension
of our general model for hyperbolic systems developed in [5], is also shown to possess
the perfect matching property.
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In section 3 we present three applications of our general model. We ﬁrst consider
an advection-diﬀusion equation and use the Sturm sequence methods developed in
[16] to establish stability. We compare the eﬃciency of the suggested PML model to
the corresponding PML model for the hyperbolic system obtained by neglecting the
parabolic terms.
The second application is the linearized Navier–Stokes equations. By numerical
experiments, we study how the eﬃciency of the PML models depends on various
parameters controlling the damping properties of the layer. The results obtained are
similar to those obtained for hyperbolic equations. For example, if the evanescent
waves are not handled correctly, we observe the typical deterioration in performance
at late times. The results for both linear problems are very encouraging; for some of
the examples we observe six orders of magnitude improvement compared with results
obtained by direct application of the corresponding hyperbolic PML models.
Our third and ﬁnal application is the full compressible Navier–Stokes equations.
For this nonlinear problem the perfect matching is lost, and the layer becomes an
absorbing layer. In our numerical examples we see that, due to the loss of matching,
the results are not as good as for the linear applications. However, our experiments
indicate that the new layer performs reasonably well relative to Colonius’ super grid
method, which is designed for nonlinear problems.
Finally, in section 5 we summarize.
2. A PML model for the hyperbolic-parabolic system. In this paper we
consider the construction of a PML model for the hyperbolic-parabolic problem
(2.1) ut = A11ux + A12vx + B11uy + B12vy + C1uxx + C2uxy + C3uyy,
(2.2) vt = A22vx + AT12ux + B22vy + B
T
12uy.
Here u = u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are real-valued vector functions of dimension p and
q. We make the following assumptions:
(A1) All matrices Aij , Bij , Cj are real and symmetric.
(A2) A22 is nonsingular.
(A3) ut = C1uxx + C2uxy + C3uyy is Petrowskii parabolic, i.e.,
x∗(ξ21C1 + ξ1ξ2C2 + ξ
2
2C3)x > 0, ∀ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R, x ∈ Cp, x, ξ = 0.
We consider the particular case when the problem is posed on −∞ ≤ x, y ≤ ∞, but
we are only interested in the solution in x < 0. Assuming that the initial data are
supported only on the strip −H ≤ x ≤ −h, h > 0 in the left halfspace, we truncate
the problem by replacing the governing equations with a PML model in x > 0.
If Cj = 0, j = 1, . . . , 3, the system (2.1)–(2.2) is reduced to a symmetric hyper-
bolic system. Such systems were discussed in [5] where we presented a very general
PML model. The starting point for that construction was the eigenvalue problem
(2.3)
[
sI − ikB11 −ikB12
−ikBT12 sI − ikB22
]
Φˆ(s, ik) = λ
[
A11 A12
AT12 A22
]
Φˆ(s, ik).
Equation (2.3) is obtained by taking the Laplace transform in time and the Fourier
transform in the tangential y direction, with the modal ansatz
[uˆ(s, ik, x), vˆ(s, ik, x)]T = exp (λx)Φˆ(s, ik).
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The two key properties of any PML model are the perfect matching and the
exponential decay of the solution inside the layer. The latter can be accomplished
by modifying the eigenvalues of (2.3), and the former property is guaranteed if the
eigenfunctions Φˆ(s, ik) remain unchanged. That is, we posit a solution within the
layer of the form:
[uˆ(s, ik, x), vˆ(s, ik, x)]T = exp
(
r(s, k)λ − σq(s, k)
r(s, k) + σp(s, k)
x
)
Φˆ(s, ik),
where λ and Φ satisfy (2.3) and p, q, and r are polynomials in s and k. The layer
equations themselves are directly obtained for any choice of these polynomials by
enforcing (2.3).
The central step in the construction of a PML for a particular hyperbolic problem
is how to choose the modiﬁcation of λ so that the PML equations remain stable in
time. In this paper we will circumvent that issue by looking at two linear hyperbolic-
parabolic applications for which it is known that there exist stable PMLs for the
corresponding hyperbolic problems. For the hyperbolic-parabolic problem we will use
the same modiﬁcation as would be used for to the hyperbolic problem, taking the
point of view that the parabolic terms should, if anything, improve the stability. This
standpoint is supported by the fact that we can prove that the PML is stable for the
ﬁrst application. For the second application we do not have any theoretical stability
results, but long-time numerical simulations do indicate that the PML is stable.
2.1. Construction of the general PML model. Turning to the construc-
tion of a PML model for (2.1)–(2.2), we start by introducing the auxiliary variable
w = C1 ∂u∂x . By reformulating (2.1)–(2.2) in terms of u, v, and w, a set of ﬁrst order
equations in x is obtained:
(2.4)
⎡
⎢⎣
∂
∂tI − ∂∂yB11 − ∂
2
∂y2C3 0 − ∂∂yB12
0 I 0
− ∂∂yBT12 −AT12C−11 ∂∂tI − ∂∂yB22
⎤
⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
W
=
⎡
⎣ A11 + ∂∂yC2 I A12C1 0 0
0 0 A22
⎤
⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A˜
∂W
∂x
.
Here W = [u,w, v]T . Following the construction of our PML model for hyperbolic
systems (described in [5]), we now postulate a PML model for the hyperbolic-parabolic
system (2.4). Precisely, we impose the transformation
(2.5) λ→ r(s, k)λ − σq(s, k)
r(s, k) + σp(s, k)
,
where the polynomials r, p, and q are deﬁned up to a constant multiple by
(2.6) χ +
γ
s + σ + β + ikα
=
p(s, k)
r(s, k)
,
(2.7) ikξ + μ +
ikδ + ν
s + σ + β + ikα
=
q(s, k)
r(s, k)
.
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This leads to the layer equations
L
(
∂
∂t
,
∂
∂y
,
∂2
∂y2
)
W = A˜
(
(1 + σχ)
∂W
∂x
+ σ
(
ξ
∂W
∂y
+ μW + Φ
))
,
∂Φ
∂t
+ α
∂Φ
∂y
+ (σ + β)Φ =
(
γ
∂W
∂x
+ δ
∂W
∂y
+ νW
)
,
Φ =
[
φ(u), ϕ, φ(v)
]T
.
Or, written out,
(2.8)
∂u
∂t
=
(
A11 +
∂
∂y
C2
)(
(1 + σχ)
∂u
∂x
+ σ
(
ξ
∂u
∂y
+ μu + φ(u)
))
+ B11
∂u
∂y
+ B12
∂v
∂y
+
(
(1 + σχ)
∂w
∂x
+ σ
(
ξ
∂w
∂y
+ μw + ϕ
))
+A12
(
(1 + σχ)
∂v
∂x
+ σ
(
ξ
∂v
∂y
+ μv + φ(v)
))
,
(2.9)
∂v
∂t
= A22
(
(1 + σχ)
∂v
∂x
+ σ
(
ξ
∂v
∂y
+ μv + φ(v)
))
+AT12w+B22
∂v
∂y
+BT12
∂u
∂y
,
∂φ(u)
∂t
+ α
∂φ(u)
∂y
+ (σ + β)φ(u) = γ
∂u
∂x
+ δ
∂u
∂y
+ νu,(2.10)
∂φ(v)
∂t
+ α
∂φ(v)
∂y
+ (σ + β)φ(v) = γ
∂v
∂x
+ δ
∂v
∂y
+ νv,(2.11)
∂ϕ
∂t
+ α
∂ϕ
∂y
+ (σ + β)ϕ = γ
∂w
∂x
+ δ
∂w
∂y
+ νw,(2.12)
w = C1
(
(1 + σχ)
∂u
∂x
+ σ
(
ξ
∂u
∂y
+ μu + φ(u)
))
.
The parameters α, β, γ, ξ, σ, μ, and χ are real, and it is assumed that
1 + σχ > 0.(2.13)
The damping of propagating waves is controlled by σ and the damping of evanescent
waves by β and χ. The other parameters can be used to make adjustments based on
the system (2.4) so that the PML model is stable (see also [5, 4]).
Remark. We note that the above formulation could easily be extended to any
number of space dimensions and to include even more auxiliary functions in the same
way as for hyperbolic systems; see [5].
2.2. Perfect matching property of the general model. To establish the
perfect matching of (2.4) to (2.8)–(2.12) we will construct two solutions. The ﬁrst
solution, denoted by W1, satisﬁes (2.4) in R2. The second solution, denoted by W2,
satisﬁes (2.4) in x < 0 and (2.8)–(2.12) in x > 0. If the solutions are identical in
x < 0, then the layer is perfectly matched.
Performing a Laplace transform in time and a Fourier transform in y of (2.4), we
obtain
A
dWˆ1
dx
= BWˆ1 − Wˆ0,(2.14)
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where A = A˜(ik) and B = L(s, ik,−k2) are given by
A =
⎛
⎝A11 + ikC2 I A12C1 0 0
0 0 A22
⎞
⎠ , B =
⎛
⎝sI − ikB11 + k2C3 0 −ikB120 I 0
−ikBT12 −AT12C−11 sI − ikB22
⎞
⎠.
Here Wˆ0 = [uˆ0, 0, vˆ0]T , with uˆ0, vˆ0 being the initial data, and (s, k) are the duals of
(t, y).
The solution of (2.14) follows from the solution to the eigenvalue problem
λAξ = Bξ,(2.15)
for which we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For s > 0 the real parts of the eigenvalues λ of the eigenvalue
problem (2.15) cannot vanish.
Proof. Assume that an eigenvalue was purely imaginary, i.e., λ = iκ, κ ∈ R, and
let ξ = [ξu, ξw, ξv], ξu, ξw ∈ Cp, ξv ∈ Cq. Then a direct computation of {ξ∗(λA −
B)ξ} gives the contradiction
s + ξ
∗
u
(
k2C3 + κkC2 + |κ|2C1
)
ξu
|ξu|2 + |ξv|2 = 0,
by assumption (A3).
Lemma 2.1 allows us to order the eigenvalues of (2.15) into two sets labeled by
the sign of their real parts
λ1, . . . ,λr < 0,(2.16)
λr+1, . . . ,λ2p+q > 0.(2.17)
Here r = p + r2, where r2 is the number of negative eigenvalues of A22. This follows
from the study of the eigenvalue problem for s 	 1 + k2. Precisely, if (γj , Pj),
j = 1, . . . , p, are eigenpairs of C1 and (σj , Qj), j = 1, . . . , q, are eigenpairs for A22,
then
(2.18)
⎛
⎝±( s
γj
)1/2
,
⎛
⎝ ±(sγj)−1/2PjPj
0
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠ ,
⎛
⎝ s
σj
,
⎛
⎝ 00
Qj
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
are approximate solutions of (2.15).
To write down the solution of (2.14) we use the matrix
M(s, k) = A(s, k)−1B(s, k),
where the existence of A−1 is guaranteed by assumptions (A2) and (A3). Further,
there exists a matrix Q that block diagonalizes M(s, k):
QMQ−1 =
[
S− 0
0 S+
]
,
where the eigenvalues (2.16) are the eigenvalues of S− and the eigenvalues (2.17) are
the eigenvalues of S+. The bounded solution of (2.14) is now easy to write down:
(2.19) Wˆ1 = Q−1
( ∫ x
−∞ e
S−(x−y)f−(y)dy
− ∫∞
x
eS
+(x−y)f+(y)dy
)
,
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where
(2.20) −QA−1Wˆ0 =
(
f−
f+
)
.
Note that the support properties of Wˆ0 and thus f± guarantees the existence of the
integrals in (2.19) and that at x = 0:
(2.21) Wˆ1 = Q−1
( ∫ −h
−H e
−S−yf−(y)dy
0
)
.
We now construct solutions to the second problem. For x < 0 the governing
equations are
A
dWˆL2
dx
= BWˆL2 − Wˆ0,(2.22)
and for x > 0
A
(
(1 + σχ)
dWˆR2
dx
+ σ
(
ikξWˆR2 + μWˆ
R
2
)
+ σΦˆ
)
= BWˆR2 ,(2.23)
sΦˆ + ikαΦˆ + (σ + β)Φˆ = γ
dWˆR2
dx
+ ikδWˆR2 + νWˆ
R
2 .(2.24)
We compute Wˆ2 in each region, noting ﬁrst that (2.24) can be solved directly:
(2.25) Φˆ =
γ
dWˆR2
dx + (ikδ + ν)Wˆ
R
2
s + σ + β + ikα
.
For x > 0 we transform the solution using the same transformation Q which block
diagonalizes the problem for x < 0. Setting Vˆ = QWˆR2 , we ﬁnd
(2.26)
dVˆ
dx
=
1
r(s, k) + σp(s, k)
(
r(s, k)S− − σq(s, k)I 0
0 r(s, k)S+ − σq(s, k)I
)
Vˆ ,
where p, q, and r were speciﬁed in (2.6)–(2.7). From the limits
(2.27) lim
|s|→∞
p
r
= χ, lim
|s|→∞
q
r
= ikξ + μ,
it follows that for large s the eigenvalues of the blocks of (2.26) are approximately
(2.28)
λj − σ(ikξ + μ)
1 + σχ
.
From (2.18) and (2.13), we conclude that if we choose s suﬃciently large, the signs
of the real part of the eigenvalues of the blocks of (2.26) are the same as the signs of
λj . The transform of the causal solution Wˆ2 in x > 0 takes the form
(2.29) WˆR2 = Q
−1
(
e(r+σp)
−1(rS−−σqI)xVˆ −
0
)
.
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We see that Wˆ2 can be “perfectly matched” to the restriction of Wˆ1 to x < 0 by
setting
(2.30) Vˆ − =
∫ −h
−H
e−S
−yf−(y)dy.
Thus we have proved that W1 and W2 restricted to x < 0 are identical and that our
PML model is perfectly matched.
3. Applications. In this section we present two linear and one nonlinear appli-
cation of our general PML model.
3.1. The wave equation with parabolic damping. We ﬁrst consider the ap-
plication of our model to the linear wave equation in two dimensions with a parabolic
damping term
∂2u
∂t2
− ∂
2u
∂x2
− ∂
2u
∂y2
= ε
(
∂3u
∂t∂x2
+
∂3u
∂t∂y2
)
(3.1)
on (x, y) ∈ R2, with initial data
u(0, x, u) = u0(x, y),
∂u(0, x, u)
∂t
= u1(x, y).
By introducing v = ut, w = ux, and p = uy, (3.1) can be written as the following ﬁrst
order mixed system:
∂v
∂t
=
∂w
∂x
+
∂p
∂y
+ ε
(
∂2v
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
)
,
∂w
∂t
=
∂v
∂x
,(3.2)
∂p
∂t
=
∂v
∂y
,
with initial data
v(0, x, y) = u1(x, y), w(0, x, y) =
∂u0(x, y)
∂x
, p(0, x, y) =
∂u0(x, y)
∂y
.
First, consider a layer in the x direction. As there is no derivative of p with respect
to x in (3.2), we need only to apply the hyperbolic damping functions to v and w.
Similarly, we apply only the parabolic damping to v, as vxx is the only parabolic term.
The hyperbolic problem obtained when ε = 0 is equivalent to Maxwell’s equations,
and we know from our previous work on general formulations for hyperbolic systems
[4] that suitable choices of parameters in the PML are ξ, μ, α, δ, μ = 0, γ = −1, and
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β ≥ 0. With these choices, we get the following equations in the layer:
∂v
∂t
=
∂w
∂x
+ σxφ(w)x +
∂p
∂y
+ ε
⎛
⎝∂2v
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
+
∂
(
σxφ
(v)
x
)
∂x
+ σxϕ(v)x
⎞
⎠ ,
∂w
∂t
=
∂v
∂x
+ σxφ(v)x ,
∂p
∂t
=
∂v
∂y
,
∂φ
(v)
x
∂t
+ (σx + β)φ(v)x =−
∂v
∂x
,
∂φ
(w)
x
∂t
+ (σx + β)φ(w)x =−
∂w
∂x
,
∂ϕ
(v)
x
∂t
+ (σx + β)ϕ(v)x =−
(
∂2v
∂x2
+
∂
(
σxφ
(v)
)
∂x
)
.
(3.3)
3.1.1. Stability. For constant damping, σx = const > 0 and β = 0, we perform
a Fourier transform in space (the duals of (x, y) are (kx, ky)) of (3.3) and obtain
dUˆ
dt
= P (ikx, iky)Uˆ ,
where U = [v, w, p, φ(v)x , φ
(w)
x , ϕ
(v)
x ]T . The eigenvalues of the symbol P (ikx, iky) are
the roots of the characteristic polynomial
det(λI − P ) = λ(λ + σx)q(λ) = 0,
where
(3.4) q(λ) = λ4 +
(
2σx + εk2x + εk
2
y
)
λ3 +
(
σ2x + 2εσxk
2
y + k
2
x + k
2
y
)
λ2
+
(
εσ2xk
2
y + 2σxk
2
y
)
λ + σ2xk
2
y,
and the sign of their real part determines the stability of the PML model. Obviously
for ky = 0 the single zero eigenvalue and the eigenvalue λ = −σx will not cause
instability, and it remains only to check that the roots of q(λ) have negative real part.
To check this we use the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 6 in [5]). Consider any polynomial q(λ) of degree n. Let D
be a real number, and deﬁne the polynomials Q0 and Q1 with real coeﬃcients by
q(iD) ≡ in [Q0(D) + iQ1(D)] .(3.5)
Then there is a continued fraction
Q1(D)
Q0(D)
=
1
c1D + d1 −
1
c2D + d2 −
1
c3D + d3 − · · · −
1
cnrD + dnr ,
(3.6)
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with cj = 0 and nr ≤ n. The number of roots with positive (negative) real part equals
the number of positive (negative) cj. There are n− nr roots on the imaginary axis.
For the q(λ) deﬁned in (3.4) we get
c1 = − 1
l1
, c2 = − l
2
1
l2
, c3 = − l
2
2
σxk2yl1
, c4 = − l3
σxl2
,(3.7)
where
l1 = ε
(
k2x + k
2
y
)
+ 2σx,
l2 = 2σx
(
k2x + σ
2
x
)
+ ε
((
k2x + k
2
y
)2
+ σ2x
(
k2x + 4k
2
y
))
+ ε2
(
2σk2y
(
k2x + k
2
y
))
,
l3 = k4y2ε(εσx + 1)
2 + k2y2ε
(
2εk2yσx + ε
2σ2xk
2
y + 2εσ
3
x + 2k
2
x + 2σ
2
x
)
+
(
εk2y + 2σx
) (
εσ3x + 2k
2
y
)
.
For ky = 0 it is clear that cj < 0, j = 1, . . . , 4, and thus the roots have negative real
part. Finally, if ky = 0, two roots of q have negative real part and zero is a double
root. Then we must check the triple eigenvalue λ = 0. We ﬁnd three independent null
vectors: [σx, 0, 0,−ikx, 0, 0]T , [0, σx, 0, 0,−ikx, 0, 0]T , [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]T . Thus the PML
model is stable. Note also that by the techniques described in [16, 5], we automatically
get an energy estimate from (3.7).
3.1.2. A numerical experiment. To test the performance of our model, we
solve (3.2) on the domain (x, y) ∈ [−5, 5]× [−5, 5] with the initial data
u0(x, y) = exp
(− (x2 + y2)) , u1(x, y) = 0.
Inside the computational domain we solve (3.2). To truncate the computational do-
main we add layers of width 1 to all sides. In the layers, (A.1)–(A.9) are solved. The
layers are terminated with periodic boundary conditions.
The equations are discretized with standard 8th order accurate centered ﬁnite
diﬀerences (using grid spacing 0.1) in space and with an 8th order accurate 12 stage
Runge–Kutta method [29] in time.
As we use a high order method, the damping functions σz(z), z = x, y, should be
suﬃciently smooth at the interface between the computational domain and the PML
and at the end of the layer (recall that we use periodic boundary conditions). For
this problem we choose the damping functions to be
σz(z) =
{
σmax
(
1− (|z| − 5)2)8 5 ≤ |z| ≤ 6,
0 everywhere else,
where the maximum damping σmax has been chosen empirically to 10.
To assess the performance of the PML for hyperbolic-parabolic systems, we im-
plemented the standard PML that would be used for the undamped wave equation
(speciﬁcally, the standard PML is obtained by setting ϕ(v)x and ϕ
(v)
y to zero in (A.1)–
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Fig. 3.1. Comparison between our parabolic PML (Ppml in the legend) and the PML for the
undamped system (Spml in the legend).
(A.9)). Using these models the computed solutions are compared to an “exact” solu-
tion, which we obtain by ﬁrst solving the ordinary diﬀerential equation
(3.8)
d2uˆ
dt2
+ ε
(
k2x + k
2
y
) duˆ
dt
+
(
k2x + k
2
y
)
uˆ = 0,
uˆ(0, kx, ky) = uˆ0(kx, ky),
d ˆu(0, kx, ky)
dt
= uˆ1(kx, ky),
resulting from taking the Fourier transform in space of (3.1). The “exact” solution is
then computed by using the solution of (3.8) to evolve the Fourier transformed initial
data uˆ0, uˆ1 and ﬁnally computing the inverse Fourier transform numerically.
In Figure 3.1 the l2-norm (taken over the computational domain) of the absolute
error between the “exact” solution and the computed solutions, for diﬀerent values of
ε, are plotted as a function of time. From the plot it is clear that the performance
of the suggested PML is much better than the PML designed for purely hyperbolic
problems. It is also evident from the curve corresponding to ε = 0.1 that the perfect
matching property is lost when the standard PML is used; the time at which the ﬁrst
wave passes out of the computational domain coincides with the time the error rises.
At this time the error from the proposed PML is lower and rises only later. The rise
starts approximately two time units later, a time that coincides with the time it takes
for the wave front to pass through the layer without any reﬂection.
3.2. A PML model for the compressible Navier–Stokes equations lin-
earized around parallel ﬂow. Our second application is the linearized Navier–
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Table 3.1
Variables and constants.
ρ density
u = (u1, u2)T velocity vector
T temperature
γ ratio of speciﬁc heats
Pr Prandtl number
L characteristic length
ρ∞ mean density
u∞ mean velocity
Re Reynolds number
D
Dt
substantial derivative
Stokes equations, which are derived from the compressible Navier–Stokes equations
(3.9)
∂ρ
∂t
+ u · ∇ρ + ρ(∇ · u) = 0,
(3.10)
Du1
Dt
+
T
ρ
∂ρ
∂x1
+
∂T
∂x1
=
1
Reρ
(
4
3
∂2u1
∂x21
+
∂2u1
∂x22
+
1
3
∂2u2
∂x1∂x2
)
,
(3.11)
Du2
Dt
+
T
ρ
∂ρ
∂x2
+
∂T
∂x2
=
1
Reρ
(
4
3
∂2u2
∂x22
+
∂2u2
∂x21
+
1
3
∂2u1
∂x1∂x2
)
,
(3.12)
DT
Dt
+ (γ − 1)T
(
∂u1
∂x1
+
∂u2
∂x2
)
=
γ
ρRePr
(
∂2T
∂x21
+
∂2T
∂x22
)
+
γ − 1
ρRe
(
4
3
[(
∂u1
∂x1
)2
+
(
∂u2
∂x2
)2
− ∂u1
∂x1
∂u2
∂x2
]
+
(
∂u1
∂x2
+
∂u2
∂x1
)2)
.
We have assumed that the ﬂuid is Newtonian and obeys the ideal gas law; we have
also nondimensionalized the equations using the scalings
t˜ =
L
u∞
t, x˜ = Lx, ρ˜ = ρ∞ρ, u˜1 = u∞u1, u˜2 = u∞u2, T˜ =
u2∞
Re
T.
Here the dimensional variables are marked by a tilde, and the other quantities ap-
pearing in the above equations are detailed in Table 3.1.
The linearized equations are obtained by considering perturbations (ρ′, u′1, u
′
2, T
′)
around a mean ﬂow (ρ¯, u¯1, u¯2, T¯ ). Substituting
ρ = ρ¯ + ρ′, u1 = M1 + u′1, u2 = M2 + u
′
2, T = T¯ + T
′,(3.13)
into (3.9)–(3.12) and neglecting higher order terms, we arrive at the linearized Navier–
Stokes equations (we have dropped the primes)
∂ρ
∂t
+ M1
∂ρ
∂x1
+ M2
∂ρ
∂x2
+ ρ¯(∇ · u) = 0,
∂u1
∂t
+ M1
∂u1
∂x1
+ M2
∂u1
∂x2
+
T¯
ρ¯
∂ρ
∂x1
+
∂T
∂x1
=
1
Reρ¯
(
4
3
∂2u1
∂x21
+
∂2u1
∂x22
+
1
3
∂2u2
∂x1∂x2
)
,
∂u2
∂t
+ M1
∂u2
∂x1
+ M2
∂u2
∂x2
+
T¯
ρ¯
∂ρ
∂x2
+
∂T
∂x2
=
1
Reρ¯
(
4
3
∂2u2
∂x22
+
∂2u2
∂x21
+
1
3
∂2u1
∂x1∂x2
)
,
∂T
∂t
+ M1
∂T
∂x1
+ M2
∂T
∂x2
+ (γ − 1)T¯
(
∂u1
∂x1
+
∂u2
∂x2
)
=
γ
ρ¯RePr
(
∂2T
∂x21
+
∂2T
∂x22
)
.
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Based on knowledge from previous work on the linearized Euler equations (see,
e.g., [5]) we propose the following layer for a uniform ﬂow aligned with the x-axis
((ρ¯, u¯1, u¯2, T¯ ) = (ρ¯,M1, 0, T¯ )):
∂ρ
∂t
+ M1r(ρ) + ρ¯r(u1) + ρ¯
∂u2
∂x2
= 0,(3.14)
∂u1
∂t
+ M1r(u1) +
T¯
ρ¯
r(ρ) + r(T ) =
1
Reρ¯
[
4
3
q(u1) +
∂2u1
∂x22
+
1
3
∂r(u2)
∂x2
]
,(3.15)
∂u2
∂t
+ M1r(u2) +
T¯
ρ¯
∂ρ
∂x2
+
∂T
∂x2
=
1
Reρ¯
[
q(u2) +
4
3
∂2u2
∂x22
+
1
3
∂r(u1)
∂x2
]
,(3.16)
∂T
∂t
+ M1r(T ) + (γ − 1)T¯ r(u1) + (γ − 1)T¯ ∂u2
∂x2
=
γ
RePrρ¯
[
q(T ) +
∂2T
∂x22
]
,(3.17)
∂φ(l)
∂t
+
(
η
∂l
∂x1
+ (σ + α)
(
μl + φ(l)
))
= 0, l = ρ, u1, u2, T,(3.18)
∂ϕ(l)
∂t
+
[
w(l) + (σ + α)
(
μr(l) + ϕ(l)
)]
= 0, l = u1, u2, T.(3.19)
Here the index l implies that there is an equation for each l, e.g., (3.18) is to be
interpreted as four equations. The auxiliary variables r, w, and q are
r(l) ≡
(
η
∂l
∂x1
+ σ
(
μl + φ(l)
))
, l = ρ, u1, u2, T,
w(l) ≡ η2 ∂
2l
∂x21
+
(
∂η
∂x1
+ σμ
)
η
∂l
∂x1
+ σ
∂φ(l)
∂x1
+ η
∂σ
∂x1
(
μl + φ(l)
)
, l = u1, u2, T,
q(l) ≡ w(l) + σ
(
μr(l) + ϕ(l)
)
, l = u1, u2, T.
Note that by setting ϕ(l) ≡ 0, we recover a PML for the linearized Euler equations.
Note also that we have replaced the notation for the stretching function (1 + σχ) by
η ≡ 1 + σχ.
3.2.1. A numerical experiment: Eﬀects of the damping parameters for
a continuously forced problem. To test the performance of our PML model we
discretize (3.14)–(3.19) on a Cartesian grid covering the the domain (x, y) ∈ [−(10 +
Llay), 10 + Llay] × [−10, 10]. The computational domain consists of the inner 20 ×
20 domain excluding the layers of width Llay added at the end. We use periodic
boundary conditions both to truncate the computational domain in the y-direction
and to truncate the layers in the x-direction. For all experiments we choose the
damping function to be
σ(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩σmax
(
1−
(
|x|−10
Llay
)2)8
10 ≤ |x| ≤ 10 + Llay,
0 else,
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and the stretching function η to be
η(x) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(
1 + ηmax
(
1−
(
|x|−10
Llay
)2)8)−1
10 ≤ |x| ≤ 10 + Llay,
1 else.
All spatial derivatives are approximated by standard eighth order centered ﬁnite dif-
ferences. In time we use the same eighth order Runge–Kutta method as in the previous
section. For all computations in this section we take the grid size to be 0.02, and the
time step is chosen close to the stability limit for the problem without the PML.
The mean ﬂow is taken to be ρ¯ = 1,M1 = 0.1,M2 = 0, T¯ = γ−1, and the Reynolds
number, the Prandtl number, and ratio of speciﬁc heats are taken to be
Re = 1000, Pr = 0.7, γ =
5
3
.
For the corresponding hyperbolic PML to be stable we must choose (see, e.g., [5])
(3.20) μ =
M1
1−M21
.
We make the same choice for our model where viscosity is included, but note that this
is only guaranteed to give stability in the limit of no viscosity; see also section 3.2.2
below.
We take the initial data to be zero and continuously force the right-hand side of
(3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) by
f1 = sin
πt
3
exp
(− log 2 ((x− 3)2 + y2)),
f2 = 0.5y sin
πt
2
exp
(− log 2 ((x + 3)2 + y2)),
f3 = −0.5x sin πt2 exp
(− log 2 ((x + 3)2 + y2)).
For a ﬁxed ﬁnal time, ﬁxed wave number content, and with η = 0, it is expected
(from the theory for hyperbolic PMLs) that the continuous error from a PML of width
Llay and maximum strength σmax behave as
ePML ∼ e−Llayσmax .(3.21)
For a discretized perfectly matched damping layer we expect (3.21) to hold if the
damping function σ(x) is well resolved, i.e., when Llay is large and σmax is small. If
the product Llayσmax is large enough and the damping function is resolved, the error
in the computation should be approaching the discretization error of the interior
scheme.
On the other hand, for a damping layer without the perfect matching property,
we expect (both for the continuous and the discrete problem) the main source of
error to be direct reﬂections from the interface of the layer and the computational
domain. The amount of the direct reﬂections depends mainly on the magnitude of
the damping function; thus, as σmax become smaller the error decreases. However, as
long as σ(x) = 0, there will be an error due to direct reﬂection; moreover, this error
will not decrease as the grid spacing tends to zero.
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(a) Eﬀects of discretization for the new hyper-
bolic-parabolic layer.
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(b) Results for a hyperbolic PML designed for
the linearized Euler equations.
Fig. 3.2. Comparison of the new layer and a conventional hyperbolic layer. The product
Llayσmax is kept ﬁxed; thus in the continuous setting the new PML should be equivalently eﬃcient
for all widths. However, here we solve a discretized problem, and the performance will depend on
how well the damping function in the layer is resolved. Note that the hyperbolic layer is not perfectly
matched to the hyperbolic-parabolic equations, and as a result the error levels are many orders of
magnitude larger than for the new layer.
To verify that our model is perfectly matched and to test how much the lack of
perfect matching of a conventional hyperbolic layer reduces its accuracy, the fol-
lowing experiment is performed. Fixing Llayσmax = 300h solutions for Llay =
10h, 20h, 30h, 40h, 50h are computed and compared to a reference solution (computed
on a much larger domain). The comparison is performed by computing the relative
error in the T component (the errors in ρ, u1, and u2 behave similarly) deﬁned as
erel(T ) =
(∑
i
∑
j h
2(Ti,j − T exacti,j )2∑
i
∑
j h
2(T exacti,j )2
) 1
2
.
Here the sums are computed over the indicies i, j belonging to gridpoints (xi, yj) that
are in the computational domain.
In Figure 3.2 the results for the suggested layer are compared to the results
obtained using a layer for the corresponding hyperbolic problem (deﬁned by setting
ϕ(l) ≡ 0). For the thinnest layer (10 grid points wide) the error of the new PML
model rises at time t ≈ 4 when the ﬁrst waves impinge on the interface between the
layer and the computational domain. As the layer is widened, the damping function
becomes smaller and better resolved, and the level of the error is reduced drastically.
On the other hand, for the hyperbolic layer, the error decreases only marginally as
the layer is widened; the perfect matching is lost.
As can be seen in Figure 3.2(a), the error starts to increase at later times (t ≈ 50).
This is in good agreement with the theory in [20], which states that the error should
increase with time as
ePML ∼ C1e−
C2√
t .(3.22)
In Figure 3.3 we have zoomed in on the error for the computation with the widest
layer and ﬁtted (3.22) to the data; the solid ﬁtted line line is 106e−240/
√
t. This late
time growth is intrinsic for a PML on an equidistant grid, but it can be reduced by
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Fig. 3.3. Fit of the norm of the relative error to e
−240 1√
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Fig. 3.4.
invoking the additional damping function η that acts as stretching of the grid toward
the end of the layer. In Figure 3.4(a) we plot the results for some diﬀerent values of
ηmax (in these computations we use α = 0.1). Clearly the results are improved further
by including η. Finally, in Figure 3.4(b) results for some diﬀerent values of α, keeping
ηmax = 0.1 ﬁxed, are plotted. We stress that the best results with the new layer are
6 orders of magnitude better than the standard PML.
3.2.2. Stability. For the PML (3.14)–(3.19) we are not able to establish stability
via the characteristic polynomial due to the complexity of the algebriac expressions
produced using the Sturm sequences. A partial stability result can be obtained for
the special case when M1 = 0; then the characteristic polynomial factors into a ﬁrst
degree, a third degree, and a seventh degree polynomial. For each of these it can
be checked that the Sturm sequence conditions hold for constant damping and no
stretching, but the expressions are very lengthy and therefore not included here.
To further study the stability of the PML we have performed a series of long time
simulations for several values of M1 and Re. We found that the PML is unstable
for very small Re and values of M1 close to 1; see Figure 3.5. Recall [5] that the
hyperbolic PML is unstable when M1 > 1. As the location of the eigenvalues of the
hyperbolic system are perturbed by the viscous term, it is not surprising that the new
PML becomes unstable for M1 close to 1 and large viscosity (i.e., small Re).
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Fig. 3.5. Long time computations have been performed for values of (M1, Re) at the intersection
of the lines. The dots are values that give unstable solutions. The right ﬁgure is a zoom in of the
left ﬁgure for 0.9 ≤M1 ≤ 1. Note that the vertical scale is logarithmic.
4. An absorbing layer for the compressible Navier–Stokes equations.
Our ﬁnal application is the full compressible Navier–Stokes equations (3.9)–(3.12).
As for the linearized equations, we consider the case with a parallel mean ﬂow
(ρ¯, u¯1, u¯2, T¯ ). The main diﬀerence in the construction of the damping layer, com-
pared to the linear case, is that the layer cannot be designed to absorb towards zero,
but rather towards some ﬁxed state. For this example it is natural to damp towards
the mean ﬂow; see also Hu [24]. Choosing to do so, we end up with the following layer
model:
(4.1)
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ(∇ · u) + ρσ(μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1) + u1σ(μ(ρ − ρ¯) + φρ) = 0,
(4.2)
Du1
Dt
+ (γ − 1)
(
T
ρ
∂ρ
∂x
+
∂T
∂x
)
+ u1σ(μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1 )
+ (γ − 1)T
ρ
σ(μ(ρ− ρ¯) + φρ) + (γ − 1)σ (μ (T − T¯ )+ φT )
=
1
Reρ
[
4
3
[
η2
∂2u1
∂x2
+ (η′ + σμ)η
∂u1
∂x
+ ση
∂φu1
∂x
+ σ′η(μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1)
+ σ
(
μ
(
η
∂u1
∂x
)
+ μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1 + wu1
)]
+
∂2u1
∂y2
+
1
3
∂
∂y
[σ(μ(u2 − u¯2) + φu2)]
]
,
(4.3)
Du2
Dt
+ (γ − 1)
(
T
ρ
∂ρ
∂y
+
∂T
∂y
)
+ u2σ(μ(u2 − u¯2) + φu2)
=
1
Reρ
[
η2
∂2u2
∂x2
+ (η′ + σμ)η
∂u2
∂x
+ ση
∂φu2
∂x
+ σ′η(μ(u2 − u¯2) + φu2)
+ σ
(
μ
(
η
∂u2
∂x
)
+ μ(u2 − u¯2) + φu2 + wu2
)
+
4
3
∂2u2
∂y2
+
1
3
∂
∂y
[σ(μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1 )]
]
,
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(4.4)
DT
Dt
+ u1σ
(
μ
(
T − T¯ )+ φT )+ (γ − 1)T ∇ · u + (γ − 1)Tσ(μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1)
=
1
Re ρ
{
γ
Pr
[
η2
∂2T
∂x2
+ (η′ + σμ)η
∂T
∂x
+ ση
∂φT
∂x
+ σ′η
(
μ
(
T − T¯ )+ φT )+ ∂2T
∂y2
+ σ
(
μ
(
η
∂T
∂x
)
+ μ
(
T − T¯)+ φT + wT)
]
+
4
3
[(
∂u1
∂x
+ σ(μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1)
)2
+
(
∂u2
∂y
)2
−
(
∂u1
∂x
+ σ(μ(u1 − u¯1) + φu1 )
)
∂u2
∂y
]
+
(
∂u1
∂y
+
(
∂u2
∂x
+ σ(μ(u2 − u¯2) + φu2)
))2}
,
∂φr
∂t
+
∂r
∂x
+ u2
∂r
∂y
+ (α + σ)(μ(r − r¯) + φr) = 0, r = ρ, u1, u2, T,(4.5)
∂wr
∂t
+ u2
∂r
∂y
+ (η′ + σμ)η
∂r
∂x
+ ση
∂φr
∂x
+ σ′η(μ(r − r¯) + φr)
+ σ
(
μ
(
η
∂r
∂x
)
+ μ(r − r¯) + φr + wr
)
= η2
∂2r
∂x2
, r = u1, u2, T.
4.1. A numerical example: Convection of a vortex. In this experiment we
compute solutions to (3.9)–(3.12) on the domain (x, y) ∈ [−10, 10] × [−10, 10]. We
use Re = 1000,Pr = 0.7, γ = 1.4, and consider a mean ﬂow ρ¯ = 1, u¯1 = 0.3 T¯ = 1γ .
The initial data are the vortex
(4.6) ρ = ρ¯
(
1− (γ − 1)A
2
v
2
e1−x
2−y2
) 1
γ−1
, T = T¯
(
1− (γ − 1)A
2
v
2
e1−x
2−y2
)
,
(4.7) u1 = u¯1 − yAve
1−x2−y2
2 , v2 = xAve
1−x2−y2
2 .
We choose Av = 0.005, which corresponds to a relatively weak vortex. It should be
noted that, although the amplitude is relatively small, the solution to this problem
(mainly a passive convection of the initial data along with the mean ﬂow) is made
possible only through nonlinear eﬀects.
To test the nonlinear version of the PML we truncate the domain by adding a
layer of width L at x = 10 (we terminate the layer with periodic boundary conditions
so the setup is equivalent to adding two layers with half the width L1/2 at x = 10 and
at x = −10). In the y-direction we use periodic boundary conditions.
We choose the damping functions σ(x) and η(x) as
σ(x) = σmaxd(x), η(x) =
1
1 + ηmaxd(x)
,
where
d(x) = e
−τ
(
x−xc
L1/2
)2
+ e
−τ
(
x+xc
L1/2
)2
,
with xc = 12.5 and τ = 28. As the damping functions now have global support, we
solve (4.2)–(4.5) everywhere. (To maintain eﬃciency one could remove the auxiliary
variables in regions where d is negligibly small.) To assess the error we solve (3.9)–
(3.12) on a larger domain (x, y) ∈ [−50, 50] × [−10, 10] in order to get a reference
solution.
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Fig. 4.1. All computations are done with L1/2 = 1.25.
We discretize all equations using centered ﬁnite diﬀerences of order 12 with a grid
spacing of 0.05 in both x and y. To ensure stability of the reference problem (see [32])
we add a linear hyperviscosity term
γh13
(
∂14u
∂x14
+
∂14u
∂y14
)
to the right-hand side of (4.1)–(4.4). In all computations we take γ = −0.0012.
The time integration is performed by the classic fourth order accurate Runge–Kutta
method, which is used to advance the solution to time 70 by taking 24000 time steps.
The number of time steps was empirically determined so that the reference compu-
tation was stable. Thus, for this example, the layer does not introduce additional
restrictions on the time step.
To evaluate our layer we try some diﬀerent values of ηmax and σmax and monitor
the l2 norm of the kinetic energy of the perturbation and compare it to the reference
solution. The results are found in Figure 4.1 where the kinetic energy, scaled by its
maximum value, is plotted. In Figures 4.1(a) and (b) the results for ﬁxed ηmax = 5, 25
and varying σmax are displayed. In subﬁgures 4.1(c) and 4.1(d) the corresponding
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Table 4.1
Errors for various vortex strengths. The displayed error is the maximum error in the norm of
the kinetic energy for diﬀerent time intervals (e.g., t = 0 to t = 10) normalized by the maximum
value (for all times) of the norm of the kinetic energy.
Av 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70
0.05 3.0(-9) 2.4(-6) 7.0(-4) 7.6(-3) 4.1(-4) 5.6(-5) 2.0(-5)
0.10 3.6(-9) 1.9(-6) 2.3(-4) 1.2(-2) 7.1(-4) 1.2(-4) 4.7(-5)
0.15 4.4(-9) 2.7(-6) 7.1(-5) 1.2(-2) 2.7(-3) 1.8(-4) 7.0(-5)
0.20 5.4(-9) 3.5(-6) 5.3(-4) 1.2(-2) 5.3(-3) 2.5(-4) 1.0(-4)
0.25 6.3(-9) 3.9(-6) 1.4(-3) 1.0(-2) 8.1(-3) 2.5(-4) 1.3(-4)
0.30 7.3(-9) 3.8(-6) 2.3(-3) 1.0(-2) 9.9(-3) 1.2(-4) 1.0(-4)
0.35 8.1(-9) 3.7(-6) 3.0(-3) 1.1(-2) 8.1(-3) 6.5(-5) 6.5(-5)
0.40 8.9(-9) 3.6(-6) 3.1(-3) 1.0(-2) 3.0(-3) 3.0(-4) 6.4(-5)
0.45 9.4(-9) 3.5(-6) 2.3(-3) 5.8(-3) 3.7(-3) 4.2(-4) 6.9(-5)
0.50 9.6(-9) 3.3(-6) 1.6(-3) 2.1(-3) 1.5(-3) 4.1(-4) 2.3(-4)
errors in the kinetic energy (again scaled by the maximum value of the kinetic energy)
are plotted. The case with more stretching gives slightly better results; also it seems
that the maximum error does not depend much on the damping parameter, but that
errors at later times do.
We also compute solutions using Colonius’ super grid scale boundary conditions
[10] using the same number of points and the same damping functions in the super
grid layer. The super grid layer gives a slightly larger error than the proposed layer,
but on the other hand requires less memory and CPU.
4.1.1. Eﬀect of the strength of the vortex. The setup of our ﬁnal experiment
is the same as the previous experiment with the following exceptions: the damping
parameters are ﬁxed to ηmax = 15 and σmax = 0.3, the Reynolds number is lower
(Re = 200), and the amplitude of the vortex is larger (Av = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, . . . , 0.50).
As in the previous experiment, we monitor the kinetic energy and compute the error
compared to a reference solution computed on a larger domain. The results can be
found in Table 4.1. The layer behaves consistently for all strengths of the vortex,
and the error peaks at ∼ 1 × 10−2 sometime between time 30 and 40, i.e., when the
vortex starts to exit the domain. Contour plots displaying how the strongest vortex
is absorbed by the layer can be found in Figure 4.2.
4.2. Some remarks on stability. For our nonlinear computations we don’t
have any theoretical stability results, but our experience (based on a relatively small
number of tests) is that when the viscosity is large, the layer is robust and insensitive
to the choices of the damping and stretching. For large Reynolds numbers and larger
vortex strengths (Av > 0.35) the layer model becomes more sensitive, and some
choices of parameters made the computations blow up as the vortex entered the layer.
However, for all Re tested, we could always ﬁnd a set of parameters that gave a
stable solution with a reasonable result. As a ﬁnal remark, we note that for the
corresponding nonviscous problem we have not had any problems with instabilities
[17].
4.3. Some remarks on the limitations and extensions of the PML mod-
els for the linearized Navier–Stokes and Navier–Stokes equations. As was
pointed out by one of the anonymous referees, the above models are somewhat lim-
ited, as they consider only the case of single PML for a uniform mean ﬂow aligned
with the x1-axis. Some of the challenges in extending the present model are
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Fig. 4.2. Contour plots at various times of the density perturbation ρ − 1 for the strongest
vortex Av = 0.5. The dotted line marks the start of the layer.
1. the ability to construct stable PMLs in corners for oblique ﬂow;
2. how to choose the parameter μ for nonconstant and nonlinear ﬂows.
Presently, we do not have answers to these questions, but we note that for the hy-
perbolic case, these problems have been studied in the literature; see, for exam-
ple, [27, 23, 26, 28]. We hope that the techniques there can be carried over to the
hyperbolic-parabolic case, although we have not performed such analysis yet.
5. Summary. We have presented a very general PML model for hyperbolic-
parabolic systems and applied it to both linear and nonlinear problems. For linear
problems we have proved that the new hyperbolic-parabolic layer is perfectly matched
to the governing equations. We have seen that if a standard hyperbolic PML is used
for a mixed hyperbolic-parabolic problem, the perfect matching is lost. This causes
a signiﬁcant degradation in performance. In fact, the numerical examples with our
linear applications show that our new layer can be up to six orders of magnitude
better. We have also shown how the new layer can be used for nonlinear problems by
applying it to the compressible Navier–Stokes equations. For nonlinear applications
the perfect matching is lost, and the performance of the layer cannot be expected to
be as good as for a linear application. Nevertheless, in our numerical experiments we
see that the new layer behaves consistently and is competitive with respect to a more
standard damping layer.
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Appendix.
A.1. A PML in two directions for the damped wave equation.
∂v
∂t
=
∂w
∂x
+ σxφ(w)x +
∂p
∂y
+ σyφ(p)y
+ ε
⎛
⎝∂2v
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
+
∂
(
σxφ
(v)
x
)
∂x
+ σxϕ(v)x +
∂
(
σyφ
(v)
y
)
∂y
+ σyϕ(v)y
⎞
⎠ ,(A.1)
∂w
∂t
=
∂v
∂x
+ σxφ(v)x ,(A.2)
∂p
∂t
=
∂v
∂y
+ σyφ(v)y ,(A.3)
∂φ
(v)
x
∂t
+ (σx + β)φ(v)x = −
∂v
∂x
,(A.4)
∂φ
(w)
x
∂t
+ (σx + β)φ(w)x = −
∂w
∂x
,(A.5)
∂ϕ
(v)
x
∂t
+ (σx + β)ϕ(v)x = −
(
∂2v
∂x2
+
∂(σxφ
(v)
x )
∂x
)
,(A.6)
∂φ
(v)
y
∂t
+ (σy + β)φ(v)y = −
∂v
∂y
,(A.7)
∂φ
(p)
y
∂t
+ (σy + β)φ(p)y = −
∂p
∂y
,(A.8)
∂ϕ
(v)
y
∂t
+ (σy + β)ϕ(v)y = −
⎛
⎝∂2v
∂y2
+
∂
(
σyφ
(v)
y
)
∂y
⎞
⎠ .(A.9)
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